
Dane: This video will change how you think of freedom, making money and wealth 
forever.  

 Could you become wealthy and create freedom by running a flower shop? Yeah, 
and I’ll show you how. You’ll learn how to take any idea you currently have or 
any idea you find in your life and create the most wealth with it. Because today 
we’re going to talk about the inner game of entrepreneurship, as it relates to 
freedom and wealth specifically. Because many, many, many entrepreneurs have 
limited freedom, many entrepreneurs are slaves to their business and will never 
be free. But you will be if you follow this video. 

Today you’ll see that wealth and freedom are not only possible but how you can 
get started right now regardless of where you are. You’ll see that freedom and 
wealth are not an accident or a matter of luck but completely attainable if you 
just follow a process.  

Building wealth is mechanical and simple. It truly is step by step. So if it’s so 
simple, what makes it difficult? Why are so few people free and wealthy? The 
mind and all the emotions are getting in the way. In order to solve this issue, 
rewiring your mind around freedom and wealth must happen. 

Now before we begin, I want to reward you for being an action taker. So those of 
you who watch to the end of this video, will get to spend time with me, asking 
any questions that come up for you during the training on this video. We love 
action takers so much in The Foundation. Action takers rule, you rule. So watch 
to the end and I’ll send you an invite over right away to a private webinar with 
me. We’re tracking if you watch the video so we’ll know. Okay, with that said, 
let’s get started. 

If today I told you to go out and start a flower shop, how would you do it? Would 
you go and get some flowers? Maybe come up with a name for the business or 
start looking for a location. Maybe you’d start talking to people about it.  

The flower shop is a risky business that’s hard to make money with. You typically 
have one time transactions, expensive retail space to get in front of people, 
inventory that rots if you don’t sell it, and expensive holidays like Mother’s Day 
to run ads around. Sounds like a great business, right? And that begs the 
question, is being an entrepreneur risky? Is starting your own business risky? It 
can be. It’s actually your lack of proper training that makes business risky. The 
risk comes from an uneducated mindset. Business isn’t as risky as people make it 
out to be. Even with “risky ideas.” 

So let’s talk about how to start a flower shop safely and make lots of money. 



To start, I want to introduce you to one of the most significant things I’ve ever 
learned in business: the four pillars for a freedom based business. I learned it 
from Clay Collins and Perry Marshall. You can take any of your current 
businesses ideas and plug them into this framework to make your idea 
inherently safer and a lot more money. 

The first pillar is having an automated sale, one where people can buy without 
your personal time. One where you look at your bank account on Friday and see 
more money than you had on Monday, and you have no idea why until you 
realize your sales just came in on auto-pilot.  

The second pillar is consistent recurring revenue, the kind where a customer 
continues to pay you over and over again. Instead of working for a sale once, you 
work for a sale to get paid over and over for a long time.  

The third pillar is to sell a reproducible product or a tool instead of providing a 
service. Providing a reproducible product breaks the time for money equation, 
and you can scale it. The fourth is no accounts receivable. This means you get 
paid in advance.  

These four pillars allow you to earn the kind of wealth that will make your bank 
account climb exponentially. These four pillars create a significant amount of 
freedom and enjoyment in business. If you’re creative enough, you can take any 
idea and plug it into this framework.  

I often hear people say these four pillars will never work for my business model, 
but I assure you, you can find a way if you’re creative. Let’s see how creative you 
are. 

How would you start a flower shop knowing these four pillars? Do you have any 
ideas? Your flower shop must have automated sales, recurring revenue, a 
reproducible product and no accounts receivable.  

To give you a hint, the first place I would start is what kind of customers would 
want to buy flowers regularly and how can I make that easier for them? Do any 
kinds of customers come to mind? I want you to think about this concept for a 
minute, it’s important. It will change the way you think of business forever.  

Now I’d like to introduce you to a flower company using these four pillars 
perfectly. H.Bloom Flowers. They call themselves the Netflix of flowers. Instead 
of going after one off sales, they sell recurring, weekly, biweekly, and monthly 
subscriptions for fresh flower delivery to businesses like hotels, restaurants and 
spas. H.Bloom doesn’t need to be in front of customers so they save a ton of 
money on real estate space. 



The traditional flower shop sells a one-shop bouquet to a customer they may 
never see again. But H.Bloom, a hotel can sign up for weekly delivery for flowers, 
and instead of selling a bouquet one time for $29, they make $4,524 per 
customer. Instead of paying $150 per square foot for prime retail space in 
Manhattan, they pay less than $30 per square foot for 100-year old industrial 
building in an area in the city.  

So you tell me, is the idea of a flower shop risky or is it your mindset? I cringe 
and feel sad when I hear people say business is risky, it’s not. And it’s not magic. 
It’s truly a process. Just follow the process and you’ll be fine. It’s all about 
knowing how to build freedom and wealth with your ideas.  

Think about this, would you rather pay $150 a square foot to sell something for 
$29 one time, or pay $30 a square foot and make $30 every week to the tune of 
an average customer value of $4,524. Look at the drastic difference in profit and 
wealth creation. That’s what’s crazy is that it takes the same amount of energy 
to do both flower shop ideas, different process. It is staggering.  

That’s how you get rich. This is how you gain freedom. This is how you watch a 
bank account climb. And look, again, it’s not magic. It’s not about the idea but 
how you think of wealth. Wealth and freedom are entirely under your control. 
The four pillars are just waving here for you to use them. It’s not risky. It’s not 
rocket science. Like I said earlier, business, wealth and freedom are all 
mechanical step by step. It’s just that you have to get out of your own way. 

What H.Bloom has done is not special. They don’t possess magic powers. They 
simply leveraged the four pillars of massive wealth and business. Automated 
sales monthly, or in this case, weekly recurring revenue, selling a reproducible 
scalable product, then no accounts receivable. They got paid upfront every time. 
Anyone of you could do the same thing. And if you’re creative enough, you can 
do it in any industry. 

I’ve read about a pizza shop in Canada who sells a monthly pizza service in 
addition to the restaurant. The owner knows what she’s doing. Every month a 
home owner gets a fresh delivered pizza and the pizza entrepreneur makes a 
consistent 15 grand every month, like clockwork, while most of their pizza shops 
have to continue to earn business all the time. She has the peace of mind of 
consistent revenue.  

The owner loves making pizza and now gets to enjoy her craft of making pizza 
peacefully because of the four pillars of wealth. She doesn’t have to worry about 
finances. As you see, this model can work in nearly any industry with any idea, if 
you’re creative enough. But wait, there’s much more to this. 



Let me tell you where you can make the most wealth with these four pillars. 
Software as a service. It is by far the most lucrative business in the world, and 
with good reason. Many entrepreneurs have made the shift.  

You’ll see Clay Collins has shifted his focus from selling information products to 
LeadPages, a wonderful software business. You’ll see Noah Kagan shifted his 
focus from selling product bundles on AppSumo to his new software product 
SumoMe. You’ll see Russell Brunson shifted his focus away from selling 
information and has now created ClickFunnels. Why these entrepreneurs shifted 
to software? What do they know that you might not? 

I believe it is because software is the greatest wealth and freedom creation 
vehicle of our time. It has the four pillars. Software has consistent cash flow and 
higher customer lifetime values than nearly all of their business models. If you 
were to pick a business model to master, I would highly recommend software. 
But hey, I’m a little biased, and here’s another reason why. 

John Warrilow from his amazing book The Automatic Customer, quantify the 
value of over 6,000 businesses and he found software companies were king. In 
his research he found the average software company sold for two to four times 
their annual recurring revenue. So if you owned a software company doing a 
million a year, you could sell it for 2 to 4 million. That’s a nice pay day. This is a 
much higher multiple than any other business category you will find.  

But why do these companies sell for so much? Because of their consistent 
recurring revenue and higher customer lifetime values.  

I can tell you from personal experience the businesses I’ve ran with consistent 
recurring revenue are far more fun to run and own. You can focus on taking 
remarkable care of customers instead of worrying about where the future once 
come in. It truly is a gift to work in this kind of business model, a true joy. And I 
want you to experience the same joy I have here.  

Clay, Noah, and Russell, all know this, so do I. It’s why I got into software 8 years 
ago when it was a lot harder to do. Today, you guys have it much easier with the 
tools available to make software much easier.  

Let’s slow down for a second and recap what you’ve learned. First, you learn that 
wealth and freedom are about mindset and the process. Then you learned that 
they’re mechanical and step by step and it’s the emotions that get in the way. 
Next you learned the four pillars of wealth and how to apply them to a flower 
shop and a pizza store. Next you saw that software is the most valuable business 
model on the planet based on valuations and profit. Then you learned how three 
savvy entrepreneurs are switching their focus to software.  



So now you might be wondering, how can I get start a building a software 
company when I don’t have any idea or any experience? This is fine for the big 
boys and girls but what about the little guy like me? And the best news is you 
can start a software company even if it’s your first time.  

Software scared me to death. What if my developer disappears? What if the 
developer takes my idea? What if no one wants to pay for my software? What 
do I do if the software breaks? The questions flurried. But now, here I own a 
software company. I still don’t know how to code nor do I want to. 

All those questions I asked are answerable if you follow a process. If you’re 
skeptical, that’s okay, I would be too. It’s normal to be afraid. I was terrified 
when I started.  

In a moment, I’ll introduce you to a total newbie who now owns a software 
company.  

It is becoming easier and easier to start a software business. Ten years ago, 
starting a software business was incredibly difficult. You had to get servers of 
your own. Write a ton of custom code, write your own templates, and a lot of 
other tedious crap. Today, a lot of that is automated and can be done with a few 
clicks. Today, you could start a software company with the many new tools 
available. You’ll see these tools in a future video full of our student examples 
coming up soon. 

So let’s revisit the question. How do you get started from nothing and build a 
software company? I’ll tell you step by step how I did it.  

If you’re just getting started in business, I highly recommend becoming a self-
employed consultant first, in the same industry that you plan to build software 
for. Make money consulting in the niche and then transition and do a scalable 
product overtime. You can make instant income, get out of your job or provide 
for your family right away while building an asset. This is what I did. I started 
selling simple websites to real estate companies and then overtime hired 
developers to build the software ideas I found.  

I sent emails like this to get started as a consultant. Subject line: Are you happy? 
Hey, I was just curios if you’re happy with your current website. And by happy I 
mean if it’s getting you results. If you’re unhappy, reply back and let me know. I 
may have an alternative for you, or I may not, who knows. Looking forward to 
your reply, Dane, website specialist.  

Now, whenever I needed business, I’d just send a few hundred personal emails 
and get a few sales. I made instant income and built a scalable business at the 
same time. But how about designing websites for people? I didn’t really know 



how to do that. So I just got the sale, bought a theme and hired a designer to 
customize it, while pocketing the profit.  

I’m not in the business of building products myself, and neither should you. Find 
pains, presell, and outsource creation. What’s nice about getting started this way 
is the consulting model is simple. You don’t have to know how to solve the 
problem, you just need to know how to find the problem, sell the solution, and 
then put an expert in place to fulfill like I did with websites. And it’s the same 
model to build a software company or any other business for that matter.  

Step one, idea discovery where you find the pain. Step two, sketching the 
solution where you map out a prototype on paper to solve that pain. Step three, 
preselling the sketch. Step four, outsourcing product creation. Step five, 
launching the product.  

As you can see, you build the same skills with this process as a consultant and 
then naturally you’ll start to build asset-base companies like a software business 
as you practice it.  

Let’s slow down. Now your head might be spinning, wondering how you can take 
action with this. You might be looking for a little direction so let me give you a 
really concrete example.  

Do you know the story of who made the most money in the gold rush? Was it 
the guys mining for gold? It was actually the guys selling the tools and shovels 
and Levi Strauss, the guy selling jeans. They made all the money. 

How do you apply that today? You find a fast growing industry like a gold rush 
and sell tools to them, like Foundation graduate Peter Valley. He joined The 
Foundation and eight months later has a six-figure software product. What did 
he do? Well, let me tell you in his own words.  

“This morning, eight months after joining The Foundation, I launched my 
software Zen Arbitrage. A tool to help Amazon sellers find cheap items they can 
buy and resell on Amazon for a profit. Today I opened up the software to 100 
subscribers at $100 a month and it sold out in under 3 minutes. I have very 
specific lifestyle goals and after a series of weird coincidences pointing me to The 
Foundation, I settled on software as the means. I followed the steps and the 
blueprint works.  

Today, it was my first day making $10,000 a month of totally passive income. I 
spent an hour answering customer service emails, which I’ll be hiring someone 
to do shortly, and then spent the rest of the day skateboarding. Other than the 
occasional technical glitch, there’s virtually nothing more to do with the 
software. Even the marketing is on auto-pilot.  



During the launch period, I collected a waiting list of 500 people waiting to sign 
up. I have five ancillary products queued up, all of which my developer said could 
be done in two to four weeks. Between these and upsells we’re into the current 
product, I expect to be doing $30,000 a month within six months. I do think 
we’ve been given access to one of the greatest freedom creating blueprints 
there is and I spent a lot of years seeking out the ones that worked.  

I came in to The Foundation knowing literally nothing about software. If you 
scroll up as recently as three months ago, I was asking what “onboarding” 
meant, totally clueless. In one of my early calls I mentioned I joined The 
Foundation to realize there’s a specific lifestyle goal to live near the beach in La 
Jolla, California and write books. Something I gave up years ago when money 
concerns took center stage. In three weeks I’ll be moving to La Jolla, writing and 
doing whatever I want within an eye shot of the ocean, exactly what I joined The 
Foundation for.” 

Peter started off as a consultant, if you will, by reselling used books on Amazon. 
As he made money to support himself, he started exploring building a software 
company, and you can do the same.  

So let’s recap one more time everything we’ve covered here.  

First, you learn that wealth doesn’t come from just the idea but how you think of 
the idea. Then you learn that wealth is mechanical and simple, it’s just the 
emotions that get in the way. Then you learned about the four tenets of wealth 
and how to plug them into your ideas. Then you learned how it applies to the 
idea of a flower shop. Then you learned about the most lucrative business of all, 
software, and how to stair-step your way into having a software company by 
consulting first in the industry for instant income. Then you learned about the 
fastest way to build wealth, to find booming industries and sell them tools, and 
hopefully software tools. Then you learned by Peter’s example [unclear 
00:16:44] that you don’t need to understand software to get started building a 
software company.  

And if you’re wondering how to build the software company, you can go back 
and watch the first video in this series where I show you step by step how to find 
a software idea, how to hire a developer, and how to get it built. Go watch the 
first video now. This is just a tip of what is possible for you. 

The Foundation teaches you how to find booming industries, how to enter them, 
how to find painful problems in them, how to get them built and how to 
succeed, all starting from scratch. We also have an entire bonus course on how 
to get started consulting in the industries first, before you build your software. 
We basically cover everything you need to know.  



So what now? In this video I’ve told you many times that building wealth is 
mechanical and step by step, and now what makes it difficult is the mind …  

If you want to be wealthy and free, you must learn how to get out of your own 
way. Many of the people we talk with have a lot of doubt and fear that they can 
do this. If you struggle with negative self-talk or disempowering beliefs, the next 
video will change that today.  

And before you can begin to start building a successful business, you must rewire 
your mind first. Once you free your mind, you will be truly unstoppable. Are you 
ready to learn how to get out of your own way so that you could make things 
simple and easy and mechanical again. 

If you’re interested in becoming free in your mind, click ‘continue’ on the next 
video to learn how to upgrade the internal software inside your head to reset 
how you think and stay focused so you can do what Peter did.  

 


